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Job Title: Marketing Coordinator

Employer: Sodexo
Dates Employed: September 2018-present
Description: In charge of the marketing department at The University of New England and currently at The Maine
College of Art. Promoting and marketing the dining services on campus to the students, faculty, staff and
surrounding communities by using social media and running themed events and games throughout the week.
Managed interns as well as organizing schedules with different areas of campus in order to make sure all events
run smoothly. Designing numerous menus, fliers and emails in order to keep the community well informed and
wanting to come to the dining locations.

Job Title: Director of Marketing and Design

Employer: Falmouth Country Club
Dates Employed: February 2018-September 2018
Description: In charge of all marketing aspects for the club as well as 3 other clubs that are owned by Harris Golf.
Created large emails, email links and promotions. Designed menus, beer lists and illustrated numerous paintings,
as well as hand lettering for the club. Worked closely with clients, brides/grooms and other businesses to create
certain events that would take place at the club.

Job Title: Server and Artist

Employer: On the Border Restaurant and Cantina
Dates Employed: October 2017-February 2018
Description: Worked looking over a section of the restaurant floor, ensured that all guests needs were met. As
well as looked over parts of the kitchen and being in charge of maintaining a safe and organized work
environment. On the Border also has numerous artistic opportunities around the restaurant that they have hired
me to be in charge of and ensure that all areas of the restaurant are filled with lively designs and illustrations.

Job Title: Sales Associate

Employer: Abacus Galleries
Dates Employed: May 2017- October 2017
Description: Worked throughout the gallery both unpacking and straightening numerous pieces of work. helped
many customers a day with purchases, ring sizes, custom orders and shipping.

Job Title: Artist

Employer: Muse Paintbar
Dates Employed: January 2017-May 2017
Description: Both assisted and lead large groups of people through different paintings each day. Described step by
step how to create a certain painting as I would demonstrate and paint a copy live for the class. Also assisted
with running the bar and serving food and small dishes to guests and customers.

Job Title: College Program Intern at Walt Disney World’s Coronado Springs Resort

Employer: The Walt Disney World Company
Dates Employed: August 2016-December 2016
Description: I learned to work in a high paced area that involved long hours of standing and dealing with guests
as I tried to make their stay at the resort a memorable and magical one. The experience helped to further
enhance my story telling abilities as well as helped me learn how to handle myself in difficult and stressful
situations.

